PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT

ABOUT VDS
VDS has been created as a team of passionate, skilled and experienced
people in area of production equipment and special, custom projects in
wide area. Team includes mechanical and electrical engineers, mechanics
and machine shop operators.
Our aim is not only to manufacture and provide product handling
equipment, but also to work with client to improve existing production line
productivity and efficiency.
As well - we are manufacturing production equipment itself: cold draw
presses, trimming and grooving machines, annealing equipment.
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BOWL FEEDERS

LENGTH 640mm (25,2”)

WIDTH 540mm (21,3” )

HEIGHT
640mm
(25,2” )

HEIGHT
1165mm
(45,9” )

MOUNTING FOOT W x L
300x300mm (11,8x11,8”)

DESCRIPTION
Also known as rotary bowl
feeders or mechanical parts
feeders, rotary bowl feeders
are used to orient and sort
a high part without causing
any damage to the parts.
We offer single and double
directional bowl feeders.
Choice is dictated by
shape of part and feed rate
requirements.
Our rotary bowl feeders can
be used in production lines
and have several benefits
over other parts feeding
methods:
- a simple, compact design
- ability to quickly sort
irregularly shaped parts
- low noise level
- high feed rate

in the main body includes
TECH
mechanical clutch, which in
SPECS				 the case of jam doesn’t allow
BODY Heavy duty body
made from 20mm thick CNC
machined and grounded
plates. Can be mounted
on stationary mount or
adjustable angle footing.
Custom mounts can be
provided upon request. Easy
access oil filling and drain
plugs. For safety - drive belt
cover is attached.
FUNNEL Stainless steel
funnel is easy to remove for
maintenance and cleaning.
Section in parts output area
is separate - so if needed
- not all funnel should be
removed. Maximum filling
level indicator can be
attached.
FEEDING DISK It is made
from aluminum and hard
anodized. In standard
- we supply blank disk.
Optionally - we offer RND to
supply proper feeding disks
specifically, for Your product.
MIXING DISK Double
directional bowl feeder has
mixing disk, which turns
in opposite directions. It is
increasing feed rate.
POWER TRAIN Our bowl
feeders can be single
directional or double
directional. Both versions
we supplied with 0.18kW,
300 RPM geared motor
with overload protection.
Available 1-P 230V AC
or 3-P 400V AC versions.
0.37Kw for full set up.
SAFETY Gearbox mounted

to break gears. And Geared
motor as it is connected to
VFD also shuts down as
overload is detected. For
safety of personnel, cover
is mounted on drive belt. By
request - cover of funnel can
be supplied.

PART OUTPUT
CONNECTION In standard bowl feeder is equipped with
drop out assembly which
guides parts to connected
tube. It has built-in high limit
sensor, so bowl feeder stops
automatically as tube is
filled. Dimensions of channel
and tube connection should
be provided by costumer. It
can be replaced with our part
splitter - see on following
sheets.
COMMUNICATION Bowl
feeder can be connected
with production equipment
and turn on and off as
needed automatically. For
that – high and low limit
sensors need to be installed
on production and part
output tube or connection.
Depending on set up – PLC
control is used.
FEED RATE 220 parts per
minute. Feed rate can vary
depending on the product.

PART SPLITTER

DESCRIPTION
Part splitter is created for
optimization of feeding
equipment. It gives a possibility to feed two stations on
production equipment from
one Bowl feeder. It can be
mounted directly on Bowl
feeder so it also serves as
output funnel. Splitter has
integrated sensors which
actually engage motion as
parts pass thru it.

TECH SPECS		

			
BODY Wear resistant CNC
machined plastic body
and separation paddle as
main front body. On the
back - steel box in which all
electrical components are
installed. Size of product flow
channels and paddle should
be adjusted for different
parts.
COVER It is made from
transparent plexiglass
providing visibility of part

separation process. It is fixed
in its place with quick locks
so can be removed and
attached in seconds.
COOLING It is crucial to
keep separation paddle
rotary drive cool - so
additional fans are installed
in the side of body.
SPEED It is designed to
keep up with Bowl feeder
feed rate which is 220 parts
per minute.
CONTROL Part splitter is

HEIGHT
310mm
(12,2” )

WIDTH
140mm (5,5”)

PLC controlled.
VARIATIONS Different
tasks and machines
require different equipment.
Sometimes there is just
no space for one specific
solution. We offer to develop
custom part splitting
solutions which can be
designed in built to meet our
client needs.

WIDTH
120mm (4,7”)

WIDTH WITH ELECTRICAL
CABINET 915mm (36”)

INCLINE ELEVATOR
CONVEYORS

HEIGHT ADJUSTATED
FOR EACH
SOLUTION

LOADING
HEIGHT
850mm
(33,5”)

ANGLE
70°

BASE WIDTH
740mm (29,2”)

DESCRIPTION
Conveyors are designed to
move items, adding flexibility
processing line and minimizing footprint by using vertical
space. Available as a standalone conveyor or as part
of a production equipment,
turn-key transfer system, our
custom designed and built
incline conveyors provide a
high-performance.

TECH SPECS		

		
MAIN FRAME For durability
and strength - we offer
welded steel frame which
is mounted on wheels for
mobility.
CONVEYOR BODY is made
from anodized extruded
aluminum profiles, which
are cased in stainless steel
frame so belt guides and
protectors can be installed
and perfectly aligned. For
easier belt maintenance and

tensioning - tensioning end is
at low end and drive end - up
end. For operator safety - no
exposed moving parts. To
maintain visibility - top cover
is transparent.
FEEDING FUNNEL is made
from stainless steel, lined
with wear resistant coating.
For safety, access and
visibility - hinged top cover
is installed with window.
The funnel has a low limit
sensor which gives alert for
operator.

BELT Both plastic and steel
belts with flights can be
used. Current design works
with 178mm (7”) wide belt,
that can be adjusted for
client needs.
POWER TRAIN Geared
motor with direct connection
to belt gear with overload
protection. Available 1-P
230V AC or 3-P 400V AC
versions.
OUTPUT FUNNEL Various
designs can be used: single
output, double exit funnel,

double exit funnel with
diverter if one exit reach high
limit or is not operational.
CONTROL Main electrical
cabinet, is located on a
side of main frame at height
for convenient access and
controls are mounted on it.
Conveyor can be turned on
automatic mode and also
moved manually. It also
has a reverse mode. In
automatic mode conveyor
can communicate with
bowl feeders. PLC control
available.

SAFETY Gearbox mounted
in the main body includes
mechanical clutch, which
in the case of jam doesn’t
allow to break gears and
other main mechanical
components.

VIBROTORY PARTICLE
SEPARATOR

HEIGHT
880mm
(34,6”)

LENGHT 1000mm (39,4”)

DESCRIPTION
Vibratory particle separators
are used to vibrate product
as it comes from production
equipment in different stages
and separate debris, chips
which are not acceptable for
following production steps.
Debris can collect inside
tubular products or stick to
product outside surface if it
is greasy. Vibration is a fast
and simple way to do this job
in short time and no manual
sorting should be done.

WIDTH 510mm (20”)

TECH SPECS		

			
BODY Is made from steel
frame and sheet metal. It has
fixing points to the floor.
BASKET Basket is made
from stainless steel. Floor
of basket is made from
perforated sheet. Perforation
can be adjusted depending
on product and debris
dimensions to maintain best
separation rate. Volume of
basket is 26,5 liters (7 US
gal).

WIDTH
395mm
(15,5”)

LENGHT 550mm (21,6”)

HEIGHT
160mm (6,3”)

COOLANT & LUBRICATION
LIQUID MIXER

HEIGHT
1900mm
(75”)

LENGHT 1000mm (39,4”)

WIDTH 1000mm (39,4”)

DESCRIPTION
For different production
equipment and stages evenly mixed and/or pre-heated
liquids often is required. It
takes time to prepare those
liquids. To save time during
production process, mixer
can be used. Advantages:
Larger amount of liquid can
be prepared, it is better
mixed, heated – if required,
it is continuously mixed and/
or heated – always ready for
use. The mixer is seated in a

box that ensures that there is
no contamination of the floor
at the event of leakage.

TECH SPECS		

			
VOLUME Current version –
350liters (92 US gal). Volume
can be adjusted by customer
requirements.
STRUCTURE Stainless
steel leakage box, welded
structural frame, stainless
steel tank.
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